UNRIVALED LUXURY.
UNMATCHED COMFORT.
UNBELIEVABLE RESULTS.
Our YUME Espoir is here to elevate services and help stylists, salon owners, and their guests realize their desires. Customers can
recline fully into relaxation with the Espoir’s plush exterior, supportive leg rest and a cushioned pillow that cradles their neck for
pure comfort. Stylists are able to enjoy world class functionality with simple features such as adjusting seat positioning with the
touch of a button, the choice to stand or sit during services and being able perform off an accompanying stool which provides
ergonomically designed support to work with stylists rather than against them. Owners will enjoy the menu expansion and client
retention the YUME Espoir brings, in addition to the upscale feel that it provides.

YUME HEAD SPA
WHERE BEAUTY MEETS HEALTH
The YUME Head Spa service delves beyond the surface, providing clients
with a true mind, body and soul experience to salon visits. Not only will
your guests notice an immediate improvement in the health of their hair but
they will enjoy physical and mental relief in the process. This unparalleled
experience can sooth symptoms of migraine headaches to jaw tension
providing a spa atmosphere that will give clients a meditative appointment.

BEYOND YOUR WILDEST DREAMS
“YUME” is loosely translated to “dream,” and it’s easy to see why. The supporting neck rest gives
your guests a soft place to land, freeing them from exposure to the surface of the hard porcelain
bowl. It’s full reclining feature ensures complete relaxation and a shampoo experience like no other.
Gorgeously comforting to the eye, and even more so to the body, the Espoir’s plush form and
compact versatility ensures there’s a dream fit for every client, space, and technician.
• Fully-reclined lay flat seats let customers relax
• Neck cushion devices maintain comfort even during lengthy treatments
• Sitting styles let staff provide treatments in comfort

STYLISH FORM
STYLISH FORM WITH A SENSE OF UNITY
The upscale look and sleek body of the YUME Espoir ensures that your chair will look as well
as it functions. The cohesive aesthetic of the shampoo basin, bowl, and chair along with it’s
accompanying accessories create fluidity in today’s modern salons.

*Shown with premium line - premium line not sold in U.S.A.

BACKWASH SHAMPOO

Adjustable Shower Head

Quiet water drainage employing ventilating valves
The drainage pipe in the basin is equipped with ventilating valves, which reduces
the unpleasant noise when water drains from the basin.

Shower mode

Easy-to-use faucet fittings layout

Low-splash foaming mode

Rotation plug that rotates to open/close

The showerhead is located at the center back of the basin, while the water tap
and temperature control knob are located with bilateral symmetry inside the basin.
With adjustable fine temperature settings during head spa services, this layout is
unique to YUME. *Water valve layout may differ depending on region.

Neck cushion

［SIDE VIEW OF THE NECK SUPPORT］
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basin during services.

long period of treatments.

which is ideal for stylists for a
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YUME ESPOIR
Turn your shampoo bowl into a multi-function area with the YUME
Shampoo Unit and create new income possibilities for your salon. With a
motorized lift system, your technician can stand and shampoo or remain
seated to perform an extended spa for hair treatment. Your customer
relaxes in the lounge chair while the head is supported ergonomically

YUME STOOL
Take shampoo services to the next level with an operator-conscious
seating solution – the Yume Stool. Ergonomically designed to reduce
strain placed on high-pressure areas, the stool is the key to a consistently
comfortable experience; and it’s also equipped with an air-assisted height
adjustment, tilt-able seat, fixed base, and flexible stem system for optimal
operator comfort.

Lifting stroke: 8.11”

SPA MIST II
Vibrant colors, lasting curls, and stronger wave length – the Spa Mist II
enhances salon treatments by generating a fine mist of microscopic water
particles. It gently opens up the hair’s cuticle layer for deep conditioning
of the hair and scalp. The Spa Mist II’s versatility brings similar benefits
for manicures, hand treatments, and much more.

Max Swing Angle: 8 °

YUME ESPOIR GALLERY
Some models shown may not be available in the United States.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
[Overall layout diagram]

( U ni t : inch [ m m ] )

Unit: Backwash Type Chair: Fixed Leg Rest Seat: Basic

Unit: Backwash type Chair: Adjustable Leg Rest Seat: Basic

Top view

Top view

25.6 [650]

25.6 [650]

Premium
24 [610]

Basic
22 [560]

Basic
22[560]

25.6[650]

20.5 [520]

Premium
24[610]

Side view

Side view
114.2 [2900] (*2) or more

116[2950] (*2) or more

17.7 [450]
(*2) or more

24.8 [630] or more

74.2[1885]

Wall

Wall

11.6 [295]

Lowest position

2.9 [73]

0.6 [15]

Highest position

Highest position

5°

H: 36.6 [930]

H: 27.2[690] (Height of seat)

H: 18.9[480] (Height of seat)

H: 33.5 [850]
Bolt (anchor) fixing position

H Specifications

5″
[127]

1-1/2″
[38]

(7.5 [190] )
5.5 [140]

13 [330]
8.7 [220]
7.9 [200]

17.1 [434]
1 [25]

Bolt (anchor) fixing position

Product dimensions
• Distance from center of product to basin side
end is
For SH-YMES 12.8″[325]
• Maximum width
Distance from center of product to end of handrail
12.9″[327]

1.3 1.1
[33] [27]

14.6 [370]

2 [50]

[Chair side]

Bolt (anchor) fixing position

Bolt (anchor) fixing position

Bolt (anchor) fixing position

Dimensions

Backwash Basin and Chair with Fixed Leg Rest;
Backwash Basin and Chair with Adjustable Leg Rest;

W650 x D1958 x H930 mm (W25.6 x D77.1 x H36.6 inches)
W650 x D1893 x H930 mm (W25.6 x D74.6 x H36.6 inches)

Weight (Unit Only)

Backwash Basin and Chair with Fixed Leg Rest;
Backwash Basin and Chair with Adjustable Leg Rest;

96.5KGS (212.7LBS)
97KGS (213.8LBS)

Power Consumption

AC110V:
AC120V:
AC220V:
AC230V:
AC240V:

Hot water supply *
3/8"

1.6
[40]

Basin base
Power cable

Drain *
VU40/VP40
Drain *
1-1/2″

Water supply *
Rc1/2"

Water supply *
3/8"

Bolt (anchor) fixing position
8.2 [210]

14.9 [379]

18.9 [480]

0.4
[10]

Hot water supply *
Rc1/2"

1.6
[40]

12.6 [320]

Product center line

2 [ 5]

Power plug

* Ensure ample area to walk between seats.
(walk way width 19.7″ [500]
or more)

5.9 [150]

10.2 [260]

5.5 [140]

Seat base

Recommended installation dimensions
Distance from center of product to wall surface or
furniture is 32.6″ [827] or more
(including workspace of19.7″[500] )
• If multipleYUME ESPOIR are installed
Interval between center of products 45.3″[1150]
or more

Bolt (anchor)
fixing position
4.3 [110]
5.1 [130]
3-1/2 [89]
3.6 [90]

0.4
[10]

Grounded
power outlet

(Un i t : i n c h [m m ])

2″
[51]

16.5 [420]
(5.1 [130] )

30.5 [774]

Hot water
supply Water supply Drain

2.0
[51]

Bolt (anchor) fixing position

Drain center line

Height of neck core

31.5 [800]

[Pipe installation dimensions]

: Area for power cable installation position.
Height of basin

* This is not the location of the position
to install the power cable.

: Floor installation surface.

Height of neck cushion

Backwash Type
(AY-EXESYM)

7.1 [180]

30.5[774](Height of neck core) (*1)

H: 36.6 [930]

31.5[800](Height of neck cushion) (*1)

5°

H: 27.2[690] (Height of seat)

70°

45°

H: 18.9[480] (Height of seat)

10°

70°

: Location of the position to connect the Chair power plug and power outlet.
Location of the position to connect
the main body power plug and
power outlet

H: 33.5 [850]

8°

8°

15°

*1 The dimensions listed above may vary slightly from product to
product.
*2 Ensure that there is ample space surrounding the seat for extremely
tall customers or if the surrounding area is used as a passageway.

(3.9 [100] )

Wall

11.6 [295]

Lowest position

0.6 [15]

1-1/2
[38]

Wall

24.8 [630] or more

71.7 [1820]
1.2 [30]

2.9 [73]

2.6[65]

30.5[774](Height of neck core) (*1)

17.1[435]
(*2) or more

31.5[800](Height of neck cushion) (*1)

25.6[650]

20.5[520]

15.4 [390]

*Location; For Hot water supply, Water supply and Drain

9.0 [230]

[Unit side]

*-…Only for U.S.A. and Canada
*-…For other regions

50/60HZ, 4.3/2.8A
50/60HZ, 5.7/3.4A
50/60HZ, 1.7/1.6A
50/60HZ, 1.9/1.6A
50/60HZ, 2.1/1.7A

*When purchasing one of the products, please read the enclosed instruction manual carefully before use to ensure proper operation.
*The product requires specialized installation. Please consult the store where you purchased the product. Incorrect installation of the product can result in accidents. Please be sure to install the production in strict accordance with the installation manual.

